WHY YOU SHOULD TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF YOUR

OU T D O O R S PAC E

WE SPEND A LOT OF TIME INDOORS,
AND THIS CAN HAVE A SERIOUS IMPACT ON OUR LIVES
As Americans, roughly

90%

of our time is now
spent indoors

10%

of employee absences can be
attributed to architecture with no
connection to nature

According to Time Magazine, staying
inside all day can contribute to

anxiety & insomnia

INTENTIONAL DESIGN OF OUTDOOR SPACES CAN FUNCTION
AS AN EXTENSION OF THE BUILDING (WITH BIG BENEFITS)
Interacting with nature can
improve memory retention by

95%

20%

of all people visiting
inpatients reported feeling more
relaxed, rejuvenated and positive after
experiencing a healing garden

With the addition of plants
to a space, we see a

12%

(surveyed across four independent hospitals)

increase in reaction time
when using a computer

In a 2012 survey of 100 directors and architects of assisted-living residences,

“

82%

agreed that

the design of outdoor spaces should be one of the most important
considerations in the design

”

OUTDOOR SPACES NOT ONLY CONTRIBUTE TO OUR HEALTH,
THEY CAN ALSO INCREASE YOUR BOTTOM LINE

$
$

$

+

Reducing the average length of stay in hospitals
by 0.41 days can amount to

Retail customers judge businesses surrounded by nature
and natural features to be worthy of prices up to

$93 million

25%

in reduced hospital costs every year and scientific studies
agree that adequate access to daylight and other biophilic
elements can impact the health of patients

higher than businesses with no access to nature

MUST-HAVES FOR YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE
Furniture that can handle
the elements

Smart design that invites
people to work or lounge

Inspiring natural elements
like plants & water features

Power & charging solutions
that are safe & easy to use

Charging Stations

EARN LEED® POINTS FOR PRODUCTIVITY-ENHANCING OUTDOOR AREAS
LEED's open space credit offers one point for any outdoor spaces that "enable site
users to be productive." To meet this requirement, you can add easy access to power,
data and A/V connections throughout your outdoor space. Additionally, consider
unique, strategically placed lighting controls and a thoughtful acoustic design.

To learn more about outdoor power solutions, like CHARGING STATIONS,

VISIT LEGRAND.US/OUTDOOR
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